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Australia’s oldest park is also one of its most well-known. Hyde Park offers 16 hectares of wide open space in the heart of central Sydney.
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Features


	Attractions included

Anzac Memorial, Archibald Fountain and many other monuments and statues.

	Close to transport included

St James and Museum train stations are located right next to the park. Bus and light rail are also close by.


	Shaded areas included

Ample trees provide plenty of shaded areas to sit and relax.

	Public toilets included
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Histories of local parks and playgrounds
History of Hyde ParkPublished 1 November 2016







Developments

	Park & playground works
Archibald Memorial Fountain restoration and conservation worksWe’re restoring and conserving this great work of public art for future generations.
Completed · Sydney

	Proposed works & maintenance
Upgrading the lighting in Hyde ParkWe plan to upgrade the lighting and power as part of the park’s masterplan improvement works.
Closed · Sydney

	Park & playground works
Hyde Park improvement worksTree replanting, landscaping, new seating, path upgrades, Pool of Reflection upgrade and a new cafe.
Completed · Sydney
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The City of Sydney acknowledges the Gadigal of the Eora nation as the Traditional Custodians of our local area
See how we are taking action to support and recognise Sydney’s First Nations communities.







